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 .At the end of part I of this article, we showed in Theorem 2 how one can
obtain «-expansions of order 1 for persistent solutions, in the case of «-perturba-
tions of some ODE possessing rivers. Now we state conditions under which one can
iterate the process described in Theorem 2, to give rise to «-expansions with
several terms. At the same time, we shall obtain induction formulas to calculate
such terms. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
4. MORE TERMS
The following definition is analogous to that of C r-regular expansions,
w xfound in 11 .
 .DEFINITION. Let k, r be integers k G r . An internal function
 . p n k , rF X : R ª R is «-C -expandable if, for all limited X, Y,
rF X s F X q « F X q ??? q« F X q f , .  .  .  .0 1 r
where for i s 0, . . . , r, F is a standard function, which is C ky i.i
We shall often omit the « in unambiguous cases.
Ç .  .  .LEMMA 7. Let E be an equation Y s P X, Y q « A X, Y as in
 .Theorem 2; suppose that, after n transformations such as L in Theorem 2«
one obtains the equation
ÇY s C X Y q D X q P X , Y , E .  .  .  .n n n
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where C and D are standard, and P is an infinitesimal perturbation withn n
rq1, r r r  . r«-C -expansion w.r.t. Y, of the form  « B X, Y q « f. Let F beks1 n, k n
1 Ç .  .  .a solution of E Y s C X Y q D X . Then a new transformation «Z sn n
 .Y y F X will gi¨ en
ÇZ s C X Z q D X q P X , Z , E .  .  .  .nq1 nq1 nq1
where D is standard and P is an infinitesimal perturbation, C r , ry1-ex-nq1 nq1
pandable w.r.t. Y. Furthermore, one obtains the following induction formulas:
D X s B X , F X , .  . .nq1 n , 1 n
­ Bn , 1
B X , Z s Z X , F X q B X , F X , .  .  . .  .nq1, 1 n n , 2 n­ Y
and, more generally, for k s 1, . . . , r y 1,
k kyp kypZ ­ Bn , pq1
B X , Z s X , F X . .  . .nq1, k nkypk y p ! ­ Y .ps0
Proof. The calculations are straightforward, applying the given trans-
 .formation to E and using Taylor expansions with respect to Z. Q.E.D.n
 .Note that the standard part of E is a new linear equation, with thenq1
same homogeneous part as the previous one. So, if after the first transfor-
mation one obtains an equation whose linear standard part satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 1, that property will be transmitted to the successive
 .equations, provided the nonhomogeneous terms D X have polynomialn
 .growth. Moreover, if F X is chosen with polynomial growth at q` andn
B has polynomial growth on Rq= R, then D will have polynomialn, 1 nq1
 .  .growth at q`, whence the existence of a unique solution F X of Enq1 nq1
with polynomial growth, and so on.
 .This proves the following result stated, for instance, at q` .
Ç Ç .  .  .  .  .THEOREM 3. Let E Y s P X, Y and E Y s P X, Y q P X, Y
satisfy the same conditions as in Theorem 2. Suppose, moreo¨er, that for
some integer p G 1 one has the following properties:
 . pq11. P X, Y is of class C w.r.t. Y.
 . pq1, p2. The regular perturbation P X, Y is «-C -expandable, with ex-
 . p  .  ..pansion « A X, Y q ??? q« A X, Y q r X, Y , where A , . . . , A are1 p 1 p
 .standard and, for limited X, Y, r X, Y , 0 and:
1  .This lemma will always be used when F is a ri¨ er solution of E , but actually it is validn n
for any solution.
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 .  k k . .  .a the partial deri¨ ati¨ es ­ Pr­ Y X, Y 1 F k F p q 1 and
 k k . .  .­ A r­ Y X, Y 1 F l F p, 1 F k F p q 1 y l ha¨e polynomial growthl
on Rq= R.
 .  .  .b there exist h , 0 and r ª 0 such that r X, Y s hR X, Y , and
R and ­ Rr­ Y ha¨e standard polynomial growth on G 2r.«
 .Then the solutions F of E which are «-persistent along the ri¨ er solution
 .F of E possess an «-expansion up to order p,
F X s F X q « F X q ??? q« p F X q f .  .  .  . .0 1 p
 .for limited X , whose terms are gi¨ en by the following induction rule:
v  .  .E s E , F s F;0 0
v  .  .  .E is the image of E by the transformation «Z s Y y F X ;nq1 n n
v  .F is the unique solution of E ha¨ing polynomial growth at q`.nq1 n
 .The successive equations E can be calculated with the inductionn
 .formulas of Lemma 7, starting with F s F, B s A k s 1, . . . , p and0 0, k k
adding the equations of the river solutions,
`
W  X .yW u.F X s y A u e du, .  .Hnq1 nq1
X
 .  .  ..where W is a primitive of C X s ­ Pr­ Y X, F X .
As an example, let us treat equation
Ç 2< <Y s X Y y X q « Y q b , 5 .  .
from the ``angular duck'' problem. If b has an «-expansion of order p,
b s « a q ??? q« p a q h , .1 p
where h , 0, then the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied, so the
«-persistent solutions along F are expandable up to order p. Here the
induction formulas take a simplified form:
 .   ..1. D X s B X, F X ;nq1 n, 1 n
 42. for k s 1, . . . , min n, p y n y 1 ,
B X , Y s B X , F X q 2YF X ; .  .  . .nq1, k n , kq1 n k
 . 2  .3. B X, Y s a q Y if 2n q 2 F p ;nq1, nq1 2 nq2
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 .4. for n q 1 F k F p y n y 1 if such k exist , B s a ;nq1, k nqkq1
 . `  .  X 2yu 2 .r25. F X s yH D u e du.n X n
From those formulas one easily computes
ny1
D X s a q F X F X n s 1, 2, . . . . .  .  .  .n n i ny1yi
is0
5. BIFURCATIONS OF RIVERS
In this section, we consider the situation of a bifurcation of rivers: a
standard equation, depending continuously on a parameter a, possesses at
the same time a repelling river solution at q` and an attracting one at
y`; for most values of a they are distinct solutions, but for an isolated
value a they coincide}in other words, a is a connecting ¨alue of a for0 0
 .those rivers see, for example, Fig. 3 .
If we add a regular perturbation of order « , so that the conditions of
Theorem 2 are satisfied for all a in some interval containing a , along0
both rivers there will exist «-persistent solutions, and for a , a , the0
shadows of those solutions are connected. We are interested in those
 .values of a , a if they exist for which some solutions of the perturbed0
equation are persistent along both rivers at the same time such solutions
.will be called «-bipersistent .
Here we shall not try to give results about the existence of such values
 w x.an interesting example is treated in 10, Corollary 9 . In most cases this
question, when viewed through appropriate macroscopes, is equivalent to
the existence of duck solutions, and we refer to the existent literature
w x .about that subject, either in ``Morse point'' cases 6 , for example or
 w x.other critical points such as the ``Union Jack'' example cf. 10 . On the
other hand, the results we shall give about the expandability of such values
FIG. 3. Bifurcation of rivers.
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and solutions are original, by the novelty of the type of hypotheses as well
as by the method of calculation.
Ç .  .THEOREM 4. Let E Y s P X, Y, a be a standard equation with pa-a
rameter,
ÇY s P X , Y , a q « A X , Y , a q R X , Y , a , E .  .  .  . a
 .a regular perturbation of the former, with principal part « A A standard and
 .  .remainder R X, Y, a s hB X, Y, a , where B is near-standard and h , 0.
 .   . .Let D X s ­ Pr­ a X, F X , a . Suppose that, for a in a standard inter-0 0
¨al I:
1. P, A, and R are continuous, except perhaps for one ¨alue X of X ;0
1  .2. P is C w.r.t. Y, a , A is continuous w.r.t. a and B is S-continuous
 .2w.r.t. a except perhaps for X s X ;0
 . 3. E satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, both at q` and y` with
q y .a repelling ri¨ er F at q` and an attracting one F at y` ;a a
4. for a unique standard ¨alue a g I, Fq and Fy are connected in a0 a a
 .solution F of E ;0 a0
5. D has polynomial growth at both q` and y` and satisfies
q`
yW u.D u e du / 0, ) .  .H
y`
 .   . .where W is a primiti¨ e of V X s ­ Pr­ Y X, F X , a .F a 00 0
 .If a , a is such that E possesses «-bipersistent solutions along F , then0 a 0
 .a y a r« is limited, and its standard part a is uniquely determined by0 1
H` A u , F u , a eW  X 0 .yW u. du . .y` 0 0
a s y .1 ` W  X .yW u.0H D u e du .y`
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume X s 0. Denoting0
 .a s a q l, we have l , 0, so the transformation L : lZ s Y y F X is0 l 0
 .  .a microscope. Through L , E becomes E :l a 1 a
ÇZ s P X , F X q lZ, a q l y P X , F X , a rl .  . .  .0 0 0 0
q «rl A X , F X q lZ, a q l q hB X , F X q lZ, a q l . .  . .  .0 0 0 0
2  .  .I.e., a , a « B X, Y, a , B X, Y, a .1 2 1 2
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 .By the properties of P we have at least for X / 0
P X , F X q lZ, a q l y P X , F X , a .  . .  .0 0 0 0
­ P ­ P
, lZ X , F X , a q l X , F X , a . .  . .  .0 0 0 0­ Y ­ a
 .Suppose lr« is not limited; then the standard part of E is the equation1 a
­ P ­ PÇZ s Z X , F X , a q X , F X , a , .  . .  .0 0 0 0­ Y ­ a
Ç  .  .which is linear and of the form Z s ZC X q D X . As we suppose
l ) « , the conclusion of Theorem 1 must hold as well with «rl in the
place of « , and «-persistent solutions are l-persistent. If there exists a
solution F, bipersistent along F , its image through L must be a0 l
 .  .bipersistent solution of E , so the rivers of E must coincide in 0.1 a 1 a
But by Lemma 1, the equations of those rivers are respectively
`
q W  X .yW u.F X s y D u e du for X G 0, .  .H1
X
Xy W  X .yW u.F X s D u e du for X F 0, .  .H1
y`
q . y .so they are connected only if F 0 s F 0 , which contradicts condition1 1
 .) .
 . Therefore lr« must be limited. Now denote a s a q « a q f a0 1 1
.  .standard and use the transformation L ; through it, E becomes an« a
equation with the standard part
­ PÇZ s Z X , F X , a q a D X q A X , F X , a . .  .  . .  .0 0 1 0 0­ Y
Again, the rivers of that equation must coincide at 0, which yields
`
W 0.yW u.a D u q A u , F u , a e du s 0, .  . .H 1 0 0
y`
whence the value of a . Q.E.D.1
 .Condition ) is somewhat mysterious, but for a category of linear
equations it has a simple interpretation.3
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Ç .  .  .PROPOSITION 4. If E Y s YC X q D X, a satisfies Lemma 1 ata
 .both y` and q`, then condition ) of Theorem 4 is equi¨ alent to: a s a0
y . q . is a simple root of the equation F X s F X i.e., the differencea 0 a 0
y . q . .F X y F X has, relati¨ e to a, a nonzero deri¨ ati¨ e at a s a .a 0 a 0 0
We omit the easy proof.
 .Theorem 4 can be applied, for example, to Eq. 5 above; the existence
of a connecting value for b is ensured by the existence of a duck value for
 .   .a in the original equation 2 remember that 5 has been obtained from
 . y1r24 by a transformation of magnification rate « , i.e., an appreciable
 .power of 1r«}so the duck solutions of 4 become «-bipersistent solu-
 ..tions of 5 . Iterating the application of Theorems 3 and 4, one finds that
 .  . 2  .at each step one gets C X s X, whence W X s X r2 and D X s 1,
so the requirements of Theorem 4 are reproduced at each scale. One
concludes that b has an infinite «-expansion b s b q « b q ??? q0 1
« nb q ??? , the coefficients being given by the induction formulas given atn
the end of Section 4 and adding
ny1`1 2yu r2b s 0, b s y F u F u e for n G 1. .  .H0 n i ny1yi’2p y` is0
The following theorem shows that this reproduction of the conditions for
applying Theorem 4 is by no means exceptional.
Ç .  .  .THEOREM 5. Let E Y s P X, Y, a q P X, Y, a be an equation,a
where P is standard and P an infinitesimal perturbation, C pq1, p-«-expanda-
 .ble w.r.t. Y, a and satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4. Denoting that
expansion
pP X , Y , a s « A X , Y , a q ??? q« A X , Y , a q r X , Y , a , .  .  .  .1 p
suppose that, for a in a standard inter¨ al containing a and for all fixed X0
 .  .except perhaps some X , conditions 2a and 2b of Theorem 3 are satisfied,0
 .up to order p q 1 for P and p y k q 1 for A k s 1, . . . , p . Then if a , aÄk 0
 .is such that E has «-bipersistent solutions, a possesses a uniquely deter-a
mined «-expansion of order p, as do the persistent solutions.
 .Proof. According to Theorem 4, a s a y a r« is limited; we must0
 .show that a has an expansion of order p y 1. Applying to E the changea
 .of variables «Z s Y y F X , a s a q «a , one obtains0
­ P ­ PÇZ s Z X , F X , a q a X , F X , a q A X , F X , a .  .  . .  .  .0 0 1 0­ Y ­ a
q P X , Y , a , .1
3The difficulty for nonlinear equations is that the rivers may not be unique and most of the
time we have no explicit solutions for them; in the linear case, the result seems not to hold
when C depends on a.
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where P is an infinitesimal perturbation satisfying the hypotheses of the1
theorem, with p y 1 instead of p.
The standard part of the right-hand member of this last equation has
 .  .  . .the form P X, Z, a , with ­ P r­Z s ­ Pr­ Y X, F X , a and1 1 0
 .  . .­ P r­a s ­ Pr­ a X, F X , a . So the conditions for applying Theorem1 0
4 are reproduced at the new scale, which allows us to iterate the process,
until we obtain an expansion of order p. Q.E.D.
To calculate the coefficients of that expansion, one just has to replace a
p .  .by a q ??? q« a q f in E , then, using Theorem 3, to apply the0 p a
induction formulas given in Section 3, adding the formula
H` D u , F u , a eyW u. du . .y` n n n
a s y 0 F n F p y 1 .nq1 ` yW u.H D u e du .y`
 .with the notations of Lemma 7 and Theorem 4 .
6. APPLICATION TO DUCKS
After a long detour, we resume our first aim: the expansion of duck-val-
ues for parameters in nonsmooth equations.
6.1. Ducks at a Morse Point
Note that we have now solved the problem of the ``angular duck.''
PROPOSITION 5. In equation
< 3 < < 3 <x x
« y s y y y q x y q a, 1 .Ç  /  /3 3
the duck ¨alues of a possess a unique infinite «-expansion
a s « 3a q « 5a q ??? q« 2 pq1a q ??? ,3 5 2 pq1
as well as the duck solutions.
 .  .Proof. The duck solutions of 1 are «-persistent solutions of 3 , so the
existence of the expansion is proved by Theorem 5. Q.E.D.
Moreover, using the induction formulas for the F 's given at the end ofk
Section 3 and those given after Proposition 5 for the a 's, one easily showsk
that for even values of k, F is an even function and a s 0, while for oddk k
values of k, F is an odd function.k
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REMARKS.
v The explicit calculation of the nonzero terms can be made with the
given formulas, but the integral expressions obtained are more and more
involved; even an approximate numerical computation seems difficult after
the very first terms. In the Appendix, we show some experiments concern-
ing an approximate computation of a , the first nonzero term.3
v Recently we have proved that the «-expansion of the duck values is
w xGevrey; by adapting a result from Canalis-Durand 2 , it follows that the
truncated Borel]Laplace resummation process effectively gives a duck
value for that equation.
v The duck solutions also are «-expandable, but actually they have
two sorts of expansions: an ``algebraic'' expansion obtained by algebraic
 .calculations, once given the expansion of a , applicable for values of x
4’ .outside the halo of 0 actually, outside the « -galaxy of 0 and a
``transcendental'' expansion or ``expansion in rivers,'' applicable at the scale
’of the « -galaxy of 0; the terms of that expansion are a priori more and
more complicated, for each one uses quadrature formulas involving the
previous ones.
The above proposition can be generalized as follows}we denote by f Xqx
 X .  .yresp. f the right-hand resp. left-hand semi-derivative of f , withx
respect to x.
 .  .THEOREM 6. Let ) « y s F x, y, a , where F is standard continuous;Ç
 . q  .let V be a standard neighbourhood of 0, 0, a , and denote V s x, y, a g0
4 y  . 4  .  . 4Vrx G 0 , V s x, y, a g Vrx F 0 , V s x, y r x, y, a g V and,0 0
analogously, Vq and Vy. Suppose that the following holds:0 0
v  .  .  .  .for x, y g V , F x, y, a s f x, y g x, y , where f and g are con-0 0
 .  .tinuous standard functions, such that f 0, 0 s g 0, 0 s 0;
v
q y 1 q yseparately on V and V , f and g are C ; separately on V and V ,0 0
F is of class C 2 p, and for k F p, ­ kFr­ ak exists and is of class C 2 py2 k
 . w.r.t. x, y being understood that for x s 0, the deri¨ ati¨ es w.r.t. x are
.actually semideri¨ ati¨ es in the appropriate direction ;
v
X X X X X q X X X X
q q y yf ) 0 on V , f g y f g - 0 on V , and f g y f g - 0y 0 x y y x 0 x y y x
on Vy ;0
v  . .­ Fr­ a 0, 0, a / 0.0
4 If a is any real number, the a-galaxy of 0 is the external set of all real numbers x such
that xra is limited.
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’ .Then if a , a is a duck ¨alue for ) , a has a « -expansion of order 2 p, as0
well as the duck solutions.
 .  .Proof. For simplicity suppose a s 0. Denote F x, y s 1rk!0 k
 k k . . q  .  y  ..­ Fr­ a x, y, 0 and T F X, Y resp. T F X, Y the homogeneousj k j k
 .part of degree j of the right-hand side resp. left-hand side Taylor
 .polynomial of F at 0, 0 .k ’ ’ .  .Apply the macroscope RM « A s a, « X s x, « Y s y to ) . By
 .straightforward calculations one finds that the image of ) is, for X and Y
of the form L«yr , with L limited, and X G 0:
X X X XÇ q qY s Xf 0, 0 q Yf 0, 0 Xg 0, 0 q Yg 0, 0 .  .  .  .x y x y
3r2 q qq AF 0, 0 q « T F X , Y q AT F X , Y .  .  .1 3 0 1 1
p
p j qq ??? q« A T F X , Y q f , . 2 py2 j j
js0
and an analogous expression for X F 0; the image of the duck solutions
q’ .of ) are « -persistent solutions of the last equation. Let a s
X  . X . y X  . X .q yyf 0, 0 rf 0, 0 and a s yf 0, 0 rf 0, 0 . The standard part of thatx y x y
q . qequation has, for X ª `, a repelling river F X ; a X and for X ª
 . y q .y` an attracting river F X ; a X ; for A s 0 one even has F X sy
q y . ya X for X G 0 and F X s a X for X F 0, so that the rivers are
’connected. The complete equation is a regular perturbation of order « of
its standard part, and one easily checks that the other requirements of
’ .Theorem 5 with « in place of « and 2 p in place of p are satisfied.
Q.E.D.
As one can see, the «-expandability of the duck parameters in the
case of the ``angular duck'' is due to the symmetry of the equation, while
in the general case of a ``nonsmooth'' Morse point one obtains only a
’« -expansion.
w xThat result is to be compared with Theorem 4 of 11 , of which it may be
considered as a ``nonsmooth'' version; actually the hypotheses of Theorem
6 are far from summarizing the situations in which our Theorem 5 can be
useful. Rather than trying to give more general conditions, it seems better
to give a method when dealing with nonsmooth ducks: find an appropriate
RM depending on the nature of the critical point of the slow curve}cf.
w x.10 so as to obtain a near-standard equation; then check whether Theorem 5
can be applied. At the end of this paper are three examples of equations
treated by that method, although they do not fall within the scope of
Theorem 6.
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The relation between the smooth and the nonsmooth cases may be
clarified by comparing the results of both expansions in the smooth case.
w xTheorem 4 of 11 can be adapted to show that if , in addition to the
hypotheses of Theorem 6, we assume f and g are C 2 py1, then the duck
solutions ha¨e an «-expansion of order p y 1, ¨alid in a standard neighbour-
hood of 0,
pw x s w x q «w x q ??? q« w x q f .  .  .  .0 1 p
  ..and e¨en a p-order expansion outside hal 0 , the term w being a standardk
function of class C 2 py2 ky1. Transforming the above expansion by the RM
’ ’ ’ .« X s x, « Y s y and ordering the terms according to the powers of « ,
one obtains the following result.
 .  .PROPOSITION 6. Suppose Eq. ) « y s F x, y, a satisfies the hypothesesÇ
of Theorem 6, with f and g of class C 2 py1. Then the images of the duck
’ ’ .  .solutions of ) through the RM « X s x, « Y s y will ha¨e the follow-
’ing ri¨ er « -expansion of order 2 p y 2:
2 py2
k r2F X s « F X , .  . k
ks0
with
F X s wX 0 X , F X s w 0 q wY 0 X 2 , . . . .  .  .  .  .0 0 1 1 0
X 2 py2
Y 2 2 py2.F X s w 0 q w 0 X r2 q ??? qw 0 .  .  .  .2 py3 py1 py2 2 p y 2 ! .
X 3 X 2 py1
X 3 2 py1.F X s w 0 X q w 0 q ??? qw 0 . .  .  .  .2 py2 py1 py2 03! 2 p y 1 ! .
 4We see that, for each k g 0, . . . , p y 1 , we obtain the Taylor expan-
sion of w up to order 2 p y 2k y 1; the same information is given by thek
w x  .method described in Section 4 of 11 based on ``algebraic'' expansions
and, at first sight, the method of river expansions seems more complicated.
But we must remark that for each k F 2 p y 2 we know exactly what type
 .of polynomial F X must be; so, having obtained the expression ofk
 .equation E we can find its unique polynomial solution by undeterminedk
 .coefficients, then obtain E , and so on. Moreover, for even values of k,kq1
a new unknown value appears, that is, the term a of the expansion ofk r2
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the duck parameter. So we obtain a new algebraic method comparable to
the previous one:
 . p .Let « y s r x, y q a q ??? q« a q f satisfy the previous proposi-Ç 0 p
tion:
1. Define a two-dimensional array containing the coefficients of the
 .Taylor expansion of r at 0, 0 up to order 2 p y 1.
’ ’ .2. By the RM « X s x, « Y s y , one obtains a near-standard
’ .equation E which possesses a « -expansion, whose terms are polynomi-0
 .als in X, Y , calculated from the array of step 1; the standard term is
linear in Y.
3. for k s 0 to 2 p y 2; repeat:
v  .Look for a polynomial solution F of degree k of E , by undeter-k k
 .mined coefficients knowing that F has the same parity as k q 1 ; when kk
is even, include a in those coefficients.k r2
’v  .Calculate the « -expansion of the new equation E , obtainedkq1
 .  lr2by the transformation «Z s Y y F X neglecting the terms in « ,k
.l G 2 p y k y 1 .
In fact, when trying to write an effective program using the method of
w x11 , one is obliged to calculate the coefficients in an intricate order, which
does not appear clearly from the mathematical ideas of the method. So,
from an algorithmic point of view, the latter method appears closer to the
logic of the computation, and turns out to be more efficient.
6.2. Examples of Other Applications
We close by showing examples of situations where our method can be
applied, but with other regularizing microscopes than the one we used in
the previous subsection.
 .Jumping Duck Fig. 4 . The equation
22 2 < <« y s y y x 1 q x q a, e .  .Ç
presented in Section 2, has some duck values a , 0, and as its duck branch
 < <.  .has equation y s x 1 q x , we have a s « 1 q f . After a first micro-
 < <.scope « Y s y y x 1 q x , «a s a, one obtains the equation
2Ç < <« Y s 2 x ysgn x q Y 1 q x q « Y q a , e .  .  .1
 .  < <.whose duck branch Y s sgn x r 1 q x has a jump at the origin, and in
w x11 we concluded that the duck values of a have no «-expansion of order
’2. Now we can prove that they have an infinite « -expansion, and we can
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FIG. 4. Jumping duck.
explicitly calculate at least two nonzero terms in the Appendix we give a
numerical estimation of the third and propose an experimental verification
.of such an expansion . By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem
’  .4, one shows that ar « must be limited; then we transform e by the1’ ’ .  .RM « X s x, « b s a leaving Y unchanged , which gives the near-
2Ç ’ . < <  < < .standard equation E Y s 2 XY y 2 X q b q « 2 X X Y q Y . By a
usual permanence argument, it is easy to show that the images F of the
 .  .  .duck solutions of e must satisfy F X ª y1 as X ª y` and F X ª 11
as X ª q`, so they must be persistent solutions along bounded solutions
 .of the standard part of E ,
Ç < <Y s 2 XY y 2 X q 8b . E .
 .Now E , indeed, has such solutions, which are connected at X s 0 for
2 2` yu ` yu ’ < < .  .only one value of 8b , namely H 2 u e du r H e du s 2r p .y` y`
Applying Theorem 5, we obtain the announced conclusion, with duck
values
2
3r2a s « q « q f . /’p
 . w x w r x  . rFlying Duck Fig. 5 . As in 1.2 of 11 , with x s sgn x x , consider
22 2 w1r2x« y s y y x 1 q x q a. .Ç
 .  w1r2x.The duck branch is w x s x 1 q x , so the duck values of a satisfy0
 .   .a s « 1 q f . After a first classical microscope « y s y y w x , «a s1 0
. a y « , one obtains a second slow]fast equation « y s 2 y x 1 qÇ1 1
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FIG. 5. Flying duck.
3w1r2x w1r2x 2 w1r2x w1r2x. w  .xx y x q « y q a , whose duck branch y s 3r x 1 q x1 12
 .tends to ` with the sign of x when x ª 0. For that reason, we must
collapse the y -axis instead of magnify it.1
 1r2 y1r4 1r4The appropriate RM turns out to be « X s x, « Y s y , « b s1
.a , which gives the near-standard equation
3 w1r2x 1r4 w3r2x 2ÇZ s 2 XZ y X q b q « 2ZX q Z . E .  .2
This shows that the duck values possess an infinite « 1r4-expansion; the
 .rivers of E are connected when 8b s 0, the equation of the river being
 . ` X 2yu 2 w1r2xF X s 3r2H e u du. Using Theorem 4, one finds that the duck0 X
3r2 7r4 ’ .  .values satisfy a s « q « a q « a q f , with a s 1r2 p2 3 2
` w  . w3r2x  .2 x yu 2H 2 F u u q F u e du.y` 0 0
 . w xUnion Jack Equation Fig. 6 . This equation is due to M. Diener 10 ;
we treat the simplified form
« y s y y ax y y bx y y cx q x 2 y2 q d .  .  .Ç
a, b, and c being standard numbers, with, for example, a - b - c. For
some values of d of the form £« , it has duck solutions w such that, on a
 .  .standard interval containing 0, w x , 0 for x © 0 and w x , ax for
x ª 0.
 1r3 1r3 .The RM « X s x, « Y s y, «d s d yields
Ç 1r3 2 2Y s Y y aX Y y bX Y y cX q d q d q « X Y , .  .  . 1
whose standard part, for some value d of 8d , has a solution F such that1 0
 .  .F X ; bX as X ª y` and F X ; cX as X ª `. To those results of0 0
M. Diener, our theory adds the fact that the duck values have an infinite
« 1r3-expansion, as do the duck solutions. The problem in this case is that
we know no explicit formula giving the value of d , nor those of F }al-1 0
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FIG. 6. Union Jack equation.
though d may be approached experimentally, by plotting some significant1
trajectories for different values of d and applying a process of dichotomy
  .  .using that method, for a, b, c s y1, y0.1, 1 , M. Diener finds that
.0.27668280222 - d - 0.27668280223 . So in that sort of cases our method1
 .only gives the coefficients d n G 2 and the corresponding terms of then
expansion of the duck solutions as functions of d and of the ``special1
function'' F .0
APPENDIX: NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
A.1. Angular Duck
 .According to the theory, in Eq. 2 of Section 1, the duck values of the
3 .parameter a must have the form a s « a q f , with3
` `1 2 2 2yu r2  X yt .r2< <a s y F u e du, F X s X q e dt. .  .H H3 ’ < <2p y` X
We verify that fact by a numerical approximation of a , using the above3
integrals, with the following experimental approach:
Take equation
Ç 2< <Y s X Y y X q « Y q B 5 .  .
2   ..with B s are so B s « a q f . Fix some ``small'' values of « and for3
w xeach one delimit, by a dichotomy process, a small interval i , s such that« «
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 . 5the phase portrait of 5 changes drastically when the values of B cross it.
More precisely, chosing an appropriate scale, if B - i the trajectories«
coming from the left upper corner of the screen escape rapidly to large
positive values of Y, just after crossing the Y-axis, while the trajectories
passing through the right upper corner come from large negative values of
Y just before crossing the Y-axis. The signs are reversed for B ) s as«
.sketched in Fig. 3 . This description may sound somewhat imprecise, but
actually the graphical phenomenon is very neat and determines a very
 .small interval as is well known in the case of duck values . The values we
find are summarized in the following table:
« i s« «
0.1 y0.2868 y0.2865
0.05 y0.136680 y0.136675
0.02 y0.053991 y0.053990
0.01 y0.026948 y0.026946
To compute a value for a , we first define a procedure to approximate the3
 .  . < < 1  .values of F X ; we use the formula F X s X q H w t, x dt, with0
 .  2 . y1r21r ty1.2y1 r ty1. < X <  . y19w t, X s 1rt e for every X, w t, X - 10 when
 .0 - t - 0.05. So the values of F X are evaluated by computing
1  . 6H w t dt, using a 5th order Romberg method. We use a very similar0.05
w .method to integrate F over 0, ` , whence finally we obtain a ,3
y2.693147.
 .Theoretically, we must be able to choose i and s so that i r « a ª 1« « « 3
 .and s r « a ª 1 as « ª 0. From that point of view, our experiments« 3
seem fairly convincing, as is shown below the very good convergence rate
.is explained by the fact that a s 0}cf. Section 5 :4
« i i r« a« « 3
0.1 y0.2868 1.063811
0.05 y0.136680 1.014983
0.02 y0.053991 1.002377
0.01 y0.026948 1.000576
5Plotted on a VGA computer screen using a 4-order Runge]Kutta method; all our
program, written in Turbo Pascal v. 6.0, use floating-point real numbers of type extended,
which gives a precision of 19 digits.
6One could think of using Gauss error function, but as it is multiplied by e X
2
, it gives very
poor precision for large values of X}so a direct calculation is more advisable.
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A.2. Jumping Duck
The above scheme is now applied to the case of the ``Jumping duck.''
We start from the near standard equation obtained in Section 5, i.e.,
Ç 2< < < <Y s 2 XY y 2 X q b q a 2 X X Y q Y , E . .
’ .with b s a y 1 r« and a s « . According to our theory, if a has
’ .a duck-value, one has b s b q a b q f , with b s 2r p and b s0 1 0 1
2` 2 2 yu’ w  .  . xy2r p H 2u F u q F u e du, F being the ``double river'' solution0
 .  .of E for b s b :0
`2 2 2X yuF X s 1 y e du for X G 0, . H’p X
2 X 2 2X yuy1 q e du for X F 0.H’p y`
Numerical estimations b is computed with the same method as a in1 3
.the above paragraph give b , 1.1283791671 and b , y0.7436184739.0 1
 .Experimentally, we find that for E the bifurcation of the phase portrait
happens for b between i s 1.1283790 and s s 1.1283793 which gives0 0
.i rb , 1.000364 . For different values of a , we determine a bifurcation0 0
w x  .  . interval i , s , and calculate i rb and i y b r a b both must tenda a a 0 a 0 1
.to 1 as a ª 0 ; our results are
a i s i rb i y b r a b .  .a a a 0 a 0 1
0.1 1.064905 1.064906 0.94374 0.85358
0.05 1.0942050 1.0942055 0.96971 0.919131
0.02 1.114018 1.114022 0.98727 0.96562
0.01 1.121076 1.121072 0.99352 0.98265
Although less striking than those of the previous paragraph here the
.following term is different from 0 , those numerical results prove to be
rather satisfying.
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